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DisclaimerDisclaimer

The view and opinion expressed here are 
mine - They do not reflect nor relate in 

any way to the views and opinions of my 
employer – current or past ones. 

Further more, the opinions expressed by 
me are not necessarily endorsed by me :)
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IntroductionIntroduction

�User awareness is crucial, but...

� It needs to be adjusted to how we experience life

�Help people experience a better life experience

�The role of awareness, the road to awareness

�The importance of inner peace

�Secured Cognition - happier, balanced and secure life.

�Win-Win approach

There is a huge potential for more focused training programs, It is really a 
sad thing professionals approach this subject from a perspective of “how 
can we make people aware that it is bad to reveal their passwords?” not 
taking into account the variable  “how can we make people understand why 
most of us are so easily misdirected?.”

 

We need to provide people with the understanding that it is totally normal to 
make mistakes – we all make them. Nevertheless, in order to avoid making 
mistakes - all we need to do is to understand how those mistakes are 
created – following possible mistakes vividly in our minds while thinking 
about what is going on in the brain.

 

Our brain is a prediction machine - when we start to make the mistake 
hopefully at a really early stage our brain will say...

“Yes...I remember that, I remember thinking that this could be a way to get 
something from me.” We then can teach people to redirect their attention to 
a pre-prepared emotional value that has a personal value to them– so they 
could cope with the attempt of emotional manipulation. “Understanding” 
emotions as brain activities, experiencing them and remembering them at 
the same time creates brain plasticity between all of them. Such plasticity 
can help people to have a sense of awareness regarding the wrong nature 
of events when they occur.
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About myselfAbout myself

�42 years old

�Got my first computer at the age of 13

�Started hacking at the age of 16

�Started working in information security at the age of 18

�Started hypnotizing in 2008

�A CISSP / CISM / C...whatever

�Proud dad to three wonderful children

�What I do for a living has nothing to do with the subject 
of this lecture.

I have half an hour to suggest a new approach to social 
engineering, and I assumed that most of you are not aware of the 
research I will base my theory upon. Please take that in mind – 
what you will hear is just a glimpse  of a subject I’ve been 
investigating for a long, long time. From time to time I will mention 
sources of information - those are just a very small part of the 
knowledge base I am referencing my lecture upon. I tried to avoid 
as much as I can the professional jargon, not only because I think 
that at this point it is not that important, but mainly because my 
dyslexia makes it darn hard for me to remember those strange 
names 

The first 15 minutes will be dedicated to the scientific background 
of my theory, and the rest will be dedicated to the new approach.

If you have any questions please write them down and I will try to 
answer at the end. I am here for the next two days and you are 
more than welcome to ask me anything, OK?

Let's begin:
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What is social engineering?What is social engineering?

�human manipulation

− Single person

− Groups

− Civilizations

− The whole humanity

�Out of scope:

− Technical skills on non-human objects

Social engineering is in essence all about human manipulation – from a 
single person to groups, civilizations and even the whole humanity. It is 
based on the notion we humans poses an advanced biological machinery 
(carrying a self in it), and that the more we could understand it, the more 
we could control it, redirect it, predict it, manipulate it.

Yes, I am aware that “social engineering” usually covers other subjects - 
like lock picking. Technical skills assist people to penetrate to a location, 
but they are not part of human manipulation (unless you have a human 
door).
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Who manipulate who?Who manipulate who?

�Many animals manipulate other animals

�Human manipulation is evolving

�It only became “a science” in the 20th century

�But we are in the 21st century...

Manipulation is not new in nature, many animals “confuse” other 
animals to gain advantage, and the history of human manipulation 
is as old as humanity. Manipulation has progressed alongside our 
evolution as species, but it wasn't until the 20th century that it 
became a science (due to research in the fields of psychology and 
sociology) – hence the term “engineering”. 

So here we are, in the 21st century – the dawn of the information 
era, and I felt that when it comes to human manipulation both the 
offense – AKA social engineering and  the defense – AKA user 
awareness – didn't progress enough. Sure, there are many 
techniques people use for either offensive or defensive purposes, 
but many times those techniques succeed or fail due to important 
processes occurring in all of us that are rarely discussed, mostly 
misunderstood, and sometimes totally ignored.
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It's start with a questionIt's start with a question

How can I learn to 
protect myself 
from being 
manipulated?

Let's start with a question I've asked myself when I started my 
quest into the subject:
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It's start with a questionIt's start with a question

How can I learn to 

protect myself  
from being 
manipulated?
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It's start with a questionIt's start with a question

my-self  ?
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It's start with a questionIt's start with a question

What is a SelfWhat is a Self ??
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A thoughtA thought

What I cannot create, I do not understand
Richard Feynmann (1918-1988)
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A journey into the self and backA journey into the self and back

�Body
�Brain
�Mind
�Self

A journey into the self and back, 

A self is what makes each and every one of us unique. It is a result of our 
minds, which are a function of our brains, which rely on our bodies.

So the first stop in our journey is – the “self”

There are endless ways to describe a self, and people spent and 
spend their lives trying to define it. I've decided to choose the 
approach of Professor Antonio Damasio , a neuroscientist and one 
of the most important scientists that live among us. His views on 
the brain were always very unique, and I think that when it comes 
to our brain, we must have someone that “thinks outside the box” 
to describe what's going on inside “our box”. A neurohacker. 

So let's briefly  describe the body-brain-mind-self connection:
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Body, or, we are all connectedBody, or, we are all connected

We are all connected biologically to each 
other, chemically to earth, atomically to 
the universe.

(Neil deGrasse Tyson)

Body

I think we are all humans here – but just in case I was wrong - If there is 
any alien in the audience, please raise your hand :). 

We are living organisms, a result of a rare event in the universe 
called the development of life. We are (depending on your belief ) 
either a creation of god, or a result of an evolutionary process. We 
are all connected biologically to each other, chemi cally to 
earth, atomically to the universe  (Neil deGrasse Tyson) . Every 
single cell in our body is a constructed from the material of the 
universe. We are the children of the universe.  This body of us is 
influenced by elements like temperature and pressure and physical 
injuries that can cause damage to it.  As our body sustains our 
brain, influencing it will have an effect on our “self”

Our body is host to our central nervous system which has neurosensors all 
inside it and via a spine or directly, it sends and receives information from 
our...brain.
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The brain, or, the prediction The brain, or, the prediction 
machine.machine.

�Environmental driven, Build for change

�Construct the mind

The brain, or, the prediction machine.

A brain is a marvelous neurological unit that allows a living 
organism to do complex processing in order to allow it to cope with 
its environment . We, human beings, have an incredibly complex 
brain compared to the ones other animals have, even compared to 
other primates. We need to cope with family and work and love and 
politicians, and extreme weather, and mechanical instruments so 
many of us drive or take when we go to work. We also do things 
that no other animal can do - like attach a meaning to a human 
face. What the brain allows us, via all of those endless interactions 
and tasks we do and are exposed to - is to construct a mind.
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Mind, or, “perception is reality”Mind, or, “perception is reality”

Mind is the representation of the life 
experience of the organism it is 
located in.

Mind, or, “perception is reality”

What the brain is doing is to create a representation of the life experience 
of the organism it is located in. The more complex the brain, the more 
complex will be the representation it will generate. Brains generate those 
representations using neurons which are utilized to create “neural maps”. 
The mind can be described as this stream of flowing mental images, 
generated by neural maps. Those maps represent the world outside the 
brain, and the world within the brain. Sometimes we are aware of what is 
going on in our minds, sometimes not. This is what people like to call 
“conscious” vs. “subconscious”. 
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Self, or, “The 100 billion neurons Self, or, “The 100 billion neurons 
question”question”

�What we experience as consciousness

�Self is part of our consciousness

�Humans have a unique self

− Projecting from the past and into the future

A self, or, “the 100 billion neuron question”

Self is what we experience as consciousness. It is what observes the 
stream of thoughts, and by observing it, it becomes part of the stream of 
consciousness.

Our self, as human beings, is very unique. We have the ability to project 
ourselves into the past and into the future, and this unique self is what 
makes us humans.

I know, it was way  too short, but all I wanted to show is that our 
self is very much a product of those things we talked about before 
– our bodies, our brains and our mind, and that the seat of the 
mind, and the self, is in our brain.
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A monkey's brain - intro

A monkey's brain.

Before talking about the brain, let me just mention that we obviously need 
a body for the brain to function.

I think we are all aware of how to protect our bodies, as all organisms 
seem to be aware of physical dangers that can harm their existence. All I 
can say is – if you see a guy running toward you with a sword I suggest 
running (unless you got a gun of course)

Now let's talk about the brain - It took humanity extremely long time 
to identify the brain as the seat of the self. For example, in ancient 
times it was believed that our heart was the source of our self and 
mind. Neurology science started in the 17th century but it was only 
at end of the 20th century that functional MRI (AKA fMRI) allowed 
us to see what parts of the brain operate when we think, and 
decide, and feel.

This means that even if we wanted to protect someone's brain, we had no 
ability to see if that method worked until the 1990s, and even now, all we 
have is just a glimpse.

I’m going to give you a short list of assumptions that were pretty common 
till the end of the previous century, just to make you understand how 
much we were wrong:
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A monkey's brain, part 1A monkey's brain, part 1

�The less emotional you are, the more moral you 
can be.

�It's all in our genes

�When you get older, you loose cognitive 
capabilities, and you can't get them back.

The less emotional you are, the more moral you can be – 
wrong. When we need to make a personal moral decision , the 
area in the brain that becomes active is the emotional related area, 
not the cortex. If you suffer a brain injury that blocks you from 
having the sensation of feelings, you will be unable to decide 
choosing between a red pen and a blue pen if you need to write 
anything. Emotions make us decide.

It's all in our genes  – wrong – our genes provide our brains the 
basic structure that is indeed passed genetically – but if there is 
one factor I would say dominates our neurological as well as 
mental growth it is our environment. I will return to the environment 
soon.

When you get older, you lose cognitive capabilities , and you 
can't get them back  – wrong – Art Kramer of the University of 
Illinois took 70 years old people, made them go via a year long 
period of moderate aerobic exercise, and found out that their 
brains neurons regained the connectivity capabilities of a 30 year 
old – improving memory, planning and multitasking. 
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A monkey's brain, part 2A monkey's brain, part 2

�An old dog can not be taught new tricks

�Stress will go away if you rest enough

An old dog can not be taught new tricks – wrong – Let me introduce you 
to “Brain Plasticity ” - meaning – our brain has the capability to re-adapt 
itself by not only re-wiring itself, but also by growing new neurons. When the 
idea that the brain can generate new neurons was first introduced most of 
the neuroscientists rejected it – but it is now considered a fact. It was also 
discovered that brain plasticity is both positive and negative – if you learn 
new skills (not new material, new stuff) – your brain will start to re-wire itself. 
If you don't – you will actually lose the capability to learn new skills. We 
never “stay the same” - if we don't grow, our perception is becoming narrow 
as time goes by.

Stress goes away if you rest – wrong. All it takes is 10 minutes of stress 
for a period of 5 days and your will move from homeostasis – this state of 
internal balance – to a state of allostatic load – in which not only your 
neurological system will become more stressed easily – that level of stress 
you will not go down by itself. The dangers of it are that it affects a part in 
the brain called the hippocampus, and excessive stress causes neurons to 
die. This means long exposures to stress will reduce your ability to 
experience feelings, it will reduce your ability to make moral decisions, it will 
narrow your ability to use your memory, and it will increase your chances of 
having a heart attack, brain tumor and/or cancer. This is also the main 
cause of depression, which by the way 20 to 40 percent of us in the western 
world will experience in our life.
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A monkey's brain, part 3A monkey's brain, part 3

�We have “areas” that are used for one purpose 
and one purpose only

�“I remember it as if it was yesterday” 

We have “areas” that are used for one purpose and o ne 
purpose only  – wrong. Alvaro Pascual-Leonebetter is a Professor 
of Neurology at Harvard Medical School, and he for example has 
shown that blind people – the better they were reading Braille, the 
more their visual cortex was involved in that process. 

“I remember it as if it was yesterday” - well, you can't. Some people 
remember better than others…Where was I? Ah... memory. The 
thing is our memories are changing every time we bring them up. It 
is all due to a law called Hebbian theory  that says “Neurons that 
fire together, wire together”. Our brain re-wires our memories every 
time we bring them up. This is why it's pretty hard to rely on the 
testimony of a person who has experienced a trauma because his 
or her ability to remember it without including the previous 
memories or new memories is not guaranteed. By the way - 
men and women store emotional memory differently  - men tend to 
store the information on the right side of the amygdala (where they 
can separate emotions from details), whereas women store them 
on the left side of the amygdala (where they can retrieve this 
information much more easily).
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A monkey's brain, part 4A monkey's brain, part 4

Jonah Lehrer

Guys - I will stop here, because you don't need me for giving you 
examples of neurological research findings. If you want to read 
about it, I highly recommend Jonah Lehrer, an author who not only 
wrote an excellent book called “how we decide”, but also has a 
very active blog called “the frontal cortex ”. Both are a must read 
for anyone interested in the subject of brain research, but don't 
have the time to read the research itself on pubmed.
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It's the environment, stupid.It's the environment, stupid.

“ Connected”

�Framingham Heart 
Study

�~12,000 people

�~50,000 connections

It's the environment, stupid.

About a year ago a book was released by the name “connected”. It 
was written by the sociologist and physician Nicholas Christakis 
and political scientist James Fowler. What they did is to go through 
the records of the Framingham Heart Study , which is a long-term, 
ongoing cardiovascular study done on the residents of the town 
called (surprise surprise) Framingham in Massachusetts. The 
study began in 1948 with 5,209 adult subjects, and is now on its 
third generation of participants. Much of what is now considered 
common knowledge concerning heart disease, such as the effects 
of diet, exercise, and common medications such as aspirin, is 
based on this study. 

What the two researchers did was to map the relationships of about 
12,000 people, who had more than 50,000 ties or connections between 
friends and relatives. They found something pretty amazing. Let me give 
you 3 examples:
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We are all connectedWe are all connected

� Happiness

− 15% friends
� 10% friends of friends

− 6% friends of friends of friends

� Smoking

− 61% friends
� 29% friends of friends

− 11% friends of friends of friends

� Obesity

− 57% of friends
� 37% your partner

− 15% your brother

Happiness – if you're happy, 15% of your friends will also be happy, and 
10% of their friends will be happy, and 6% of their friends will be happy

Smoking – If you will smoke, 61% of your non-smoking friends will start 
smoking, 29% of their friends will start smoking, and 11% of their friends 
will start smoking as well.

Obesity – If you will gain weight, 57% of your friends will start to gain 
weight, your brother will have a 15% of (probabilities? of) gaining 
weight, and your partner will have a 37% () of gaining weight.  

Their research shows that people in our “social network” - and by that I 
mean real life, not facebook – influence us and is influenced by us more 
than it was known before. 

Their research gives us a very different view of the world – our 
relationships shape our decision making processes, and our health 
because we are wired to do so, to get adjusted to the environment. 
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Welcome BackWelcome Back

 “It's not that human intuition is bad... [but] if 
all you're doing is relying on your intuition, 
in what a scientist would call close to a data 
vacuum, you are really leaving a huge 
opportunity on the table.”

Andrew McAfee, research scientist at the Center 
for Digital Business in the MIT Sloan School of 
Management.

I do not say that the white hat hackers who work in social engineering are 
not professional – they are, and they would kick my ass if I say anything 
else :)

However, I do think it's about time that information security experts who 
have a very important role in helping people were  more aware of the 
dangers of human manipulation. They should approach the subject with a 
little bit more scientific view.

If human manipulation is done all thanks to our wonderful brain – why 
shouldn't we use brain terminology when we talk about human 
manipulation – also known as - “social engineering”?
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An Example, part 1An Example, part 1

�Pretexting
− Brain plasticity

�Imitating others

− Mirror Neurons

�Unexpected result
− dopamine error correction signal

An example

Let's look at someone who is preparing to manipulate another 
person. They will do pretexting  – which means they will try to 
become “a character” to fit the story, or the environment they are 
about to enter. When they do it, they will be using their brain 
plasticity  to re-wire so that specific behaviors would be the 
dominant at that scene, as focusing attention on new patterns is 
what causes brain plasticity. When the manipulators contact the 
person they will be manipulating, they will use imitation  and that 
will activate their mirror neurons , which are neurons that fire both 
when an animal acts and when it observes the same action 
performed by another animal. A good manipulator will try to 
understand as much as he/she can about the person being 
manipulated, because this will allow them to “sense” that person 
and “adjust” their own neural system so they will be able to predict 
what the other person is feeling. They will do it because we like 
being with people who understand us. People who is unpredictable 
cause neurons in our brain to send dopamine error correction 
signals  (dopamine is a neurotransmitter).
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An Example, part 2An Example, part 2

�“buffer overload”

− Hippocampus overload

�unexpected positive state
− 3-4 times more dopamine in reward system

�Increased heartbeat (over 175 BPM)
− Reduction in cognitive capabilities

When manipulators talk to the person they will be manipulating, 
they might be using an emotional language to overwhelm that 
person because the emotional system will be busy loading relevant 
memories and constructing an emotional state in the brain, with 
such intensity that the person being manipulated will divert his or 
her attention from “minor” things like the fact that giving away 
someone’s password is a bad idea. Many times people are 
manipulated so strongly that when they look at it retrospectively, 
they can not find anything wrong in what they did. If the 
manipulator causes the  sensation of an unexpected positive state 
to  the person being manipulated, this fact  will trigger a surge of 
three to four times a bigger amount of dopamine in the 
manipulated person's reward system, much bigger than the 
amount of dopamine that  person would get if he or she 
experienced a predictable reward. This is the opposite of the error 
correction signal I mentioned before. By the way – it is especially 
true if the manipulator is causing a sensation of sexual attraction. 
After all, when it comes to our bodies, if you can manipulate a 
person to have a heartbeat of 175 you can begin to see an 
absolute breakdown of cognitive processing. Thus the known 
expression “all the blood was going from my brain to my penis at 
that point” :) And as I’ve reached sex, I think I will stop here :)
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Mapping human manipulationMapping human manipulation

�S → R

− stimulus causes a response

�Cultural elements in the human manipulation

�Neurological elements

− Stress (e.g. hippocampus, amygdala)

− Brain structure (male vs. female)

�Psychological biases

− Relates to how we decide

− Relates to how we process information

Ideas:

If you ever took an introductory course in psychology you probably 
heard about the S → R, Which stands for stimulus  causes a 
response . We should use such terminology when we describe a 
human manipulation in “social engineering”

We should make reference to the level at which cultural elements contribute to 
human manipulation. After all – our cultural background is engraved in us 
from a young age, and that fact is being used constantly by the media, and by 
politicians, and by some religious figures. We should document such things 
like the fact that looking into someone's eyes while asking them to let us pass 
will work in the western world but will not work in Japan as it's considered to 
be extremely rude to look into someone eyes if you don't know him/her. 

we should take into consideration neurological elements like stress (which is 
govern by the amygdala and affect the hippocampus), as well as brain structure 
differences between males and females when we profile a person for the 
possibility of them being manipulated. 

We should be looking at the field of human manipulation not only from the 
effect of the stimulus, which is very much the way behavioral psychology was 
viewing it, but more under the light of the processes that caused it, which is 
very much a cognitive psychology approach. And, when possible, use the 
known information of various psychological approaches and see if there is a 
correlation between them and other elements – like the ones I've mentioned 
before.
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ProtectionProtection

�Consider personal emotional value

�Emotional values are childhood driven

�Trying to “fix” it with knowledge will not help

Protection

The same understanding of the importance of neurology must be 
taken into consideration when trying to protect a person. As we 
now know that our “moral” decision making process is  governed by 
our emotions, it would be sort of useless to try to make people be 
more “aware” by telling them things that have no personal 
emotional value to them. More, we are adults, and unless we 
experience an emotion personally, most chances are that we will 
never change the way we process a moral call just because the IT 
guys came up to us and told us that trusting other people is bad. 
We carry our emotional values from our childhood – first memories 
always have a very strong impression on us. 
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EmotionsEmotions

�Hard coded: 
− Joy

− Fear

− Sadness

− Surprise

− Disgust

− Anger

�Social emotions
− Compassion

− Embarrassment

− Shame

− Guilt

− Contempt

− Jealousy

− Envy

− Pride

− Admiration

I believe that when trying to teach someone new emotional skills we 
must, MUST approach it with that understanding, and taking into 
consideration not only the basic human feelings we all have hard-coded 
inside of us:

Joy, Fear, Sadness, Surprise, Disgust, Anger

But also the “social emotions”, the ones we develop over time, and are 
very much a result of our environment:

Compassion, Embarrassment, Shame, Guilt. Contempt, Jealousy, 
Envy, Pride, Admiration

Those are not only different types of feelings; they are represented in 
different parts of the brain when we feel them.
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Awareness training programAwareness training program

�Cognitive-oriented approach

�Must not conflict with emotional/moral ruleset

�Must not contradict the environment

�Dunning–Kruger effect

�A baseline to operate from

�Streams of awareness

It means that if you want to have an effective awareness training 
program it will require much more than security experts – it will 
require a cognitive-oriented approach. This can only be done by 
increasing awareness in a way that will not conflict with the way our 
brain operates. We must provide our target audience a path that 
will not conflict with their emotional/moral rules set, will not 
contradict their environment, will take into consideration the 
Dunning–Kruger effect  (which in essence means we tend to not to 
know our real level of skills, and we make judgments based on a  
wrong assessment of ourselves). 

We must encourage people to find a baseline from which they will 
operate, one that allows them to know, to sense the different streams of 
awareness we all experience all the time. 

This is why in my honest opinion, enriching the awareness in 
information security should be part of a wider, holistic program to 
empower people to have a richer, diverse and better life 
experience, a win-win approach. I call that state a state of secured 
cognition, or, secognition
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Secured Cognition / SecognitionSecured Cognition / Secognition

�Cognition  – the process of thinking

�Secured Cognition  – having a secured 
process of thinking

�Secured from what?

� External  perception manipulation

� Internal  perception manipulation

�Perception  - the process of attaining 
awareness or understanding of sensory 
information. 

Cognition – the process of thinking

Secured Cognition – having a secured process of thinking

Secured from what?

External perception manipulation

Internal perception manipulation

Perception - the process of attaining awareness or understanding of 
sensory information.

But how can someone reach a secure cognition state? 
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Reaching secognitionReaching secognition

�Meta-cognition

�“thinking about thinking”

�The more you think about thinking, the more 
you will be aware of

� What is going on in your brain → 

� Why you are doing/feeling what you are 
doing/feeling

�Secognition = personal security meta-cognition

�Influence others (just by being connected)

The best way is meta-cognition, which is “thinking about thinking”. The 
more people feel they are empowered with knowledge about the way their 
brain is working in different situations. The more you think about 
thinking, the more you will be aware of

What is going on in your brain →

Why you are doing what you are doing

It’s not only an information security meta cognition, it’s a personal 
security meta-cognition.

This will not only affect you – it will also affect and influence the others 
people you are in relationship with - just by being in that state (remember 
connected??)

I have more ideas how to reach a state of secure cognition, but I'm afraid 
that we don't really have enough time …
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Secognition in the office

You have reached the easter egg of the 
presentation. Yehhhhhhh ;)

In the notes part of this slide you can find one 
example on a simple secognition program.

If you want to succeed, you must approach the 
subject with a mindset of “how can I  tie security 
to things they feel every second?” Make them 
experience a better life experience by teaching 
them to think about thinking and they will reward 
you in much higher security awareness.

There is a huge potential for more focused training programs, It is really a 
sad thing security professionals approach this subject from a perspective 
of “how can we make people aware that it is bad to reveal their 
passwords?” not taking into account the variable  “how can we make 
people understand why most of us are so easily misdirected?.”

We need to provide people with the understanding that it is totally normal 
to make mistakes – we all make them. Nevertheless, in order to avoid 
making mistakes - all we need to do is to understand how those mistakes 
are created – following possible mistakes vividly in our minds while 
thinking about what is going on in the brain.

Our brain is a prediction machine - when we start to make the mistake 
hopefully at a really early stage our brain will say...“Yes...I remember 
that, I remember thinking that this could be a way to get something from 
me.” 

We then can teach people to redirect their attention to a pre-prepared 
emotional value that has a personal value to them– so they could cope 
with the attempt of emotional manipulation. “Understanding” emotions as 
brain activities, experiencing them and remembering them at the same 
time creates brain plasticity between all of them. Such plasticity can help 
people to have a sense of awareness regarding the wrong nature of events 
when they occur.
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InceptionInception

What is the most resilient parasite? … An 
idea. Resilient... highly contagious. Once an 
idea has taken hold of the brain it's almost 
impossible to eradicate. An idea that is fully 
formed - fully understood - that sticks; right 
in there somewhere.  

Inception, Christopher Nolan
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THE END…OR…THE BEGINNINGTHE END…OR…THE BEGINNING

� I am a child of the universe

�What makes me human is my brain, ,my mind, my self

�My brain is the most valuable thing to me on this 
planet.

� I am here to make my brain a better brain

�A better brain is a better me

�The more I know about my brain, the better I can 
make it

� I embrace my brain with love

I would like to end this lecture by sharing with you what I tell to myself 
every day, to remind myself how much humanity tend to underestimate, 
under-appreciate and badly treat the most complex biological organ we 
have ever encountered – the human brain. I hope you will do the same, 
thank you.

I am a child of the universe

What makes me human is my brain, ,my mind, my self

My brain is the most valuable thing to me on this planet.

I am here to make my brain a better brain

A better brain is a better me

The more I know about my brain, the better I can make it

I embrace my brain with love
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THANK YOU THANK YOU 

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS ?
??

� I am a child of the universeI am a child of the universe

� What makes me human is What makes me human is 
my brain, ,my mind, my selfmy brain, ,my mind, my self

� My brain is the most valuable My brain is the most valuable 
thing to me on this planet.thing to me on this planet.

� I am here to make my brain a I am here to make my brain a 
better brainbetter brain

� A better brain is a better meA better brain is a better me

� The more I know about my The more I know about my 
brain, the better I can make itbrain, the better I can make it

� I embrace my brain with loveI embrace my brain with love


